
MICHIGAN TRAILS ADVISORY  
WORKGROUP (MTAC) 

Meeting Minutes 

Location: Virtual meeting  
Date: July 29, 2021 

9-11 a.m. 

Welcome – Roll Call 

PRESENT FOR THE MICHIGAN TRAILS ADVISORY 
COUNCIL: 

• Bob Wilson, Chairperson 
• Jason Jones 
• Michael Maves 
• Mark Losey 
• James Kelts 
• Jessi Adler 
• Jenny Cook 
• Kenneth Hopper 
• Richard Williamson (absent) 
• Donald Kauppi 
• ETS (vacant) 

PRESENT FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES (DEPARTMENT) STAFF 

• Kristen Bennett, Jessica Holley, Annalisa Centofanti, Scott Slavin, Ron Yesney, Dakota 
Hewlett, Greg Kinser,  Jeff Kakuk, Matt Torreano, Nikki Van Bloem, Michelle O’Kelly, Thomas 
Seablom, Ami Van Antwerp 

OTHERS:  Elizabeth Perry (MSU), Jon Beard (PSC), Joy VanDrie (USFS) 

Meeting minutes 

Meeting was called to order at 9 a.m. 
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Bob Wilson opened the meeting with a statement. Bob said this is a significant meeting with 
the vote and adoption of a resolution for the 2022 Trails Plan, this vote is critical. Bob also 
pointed out the importance for public comment, saying MTAC’s principal role is to provide a 
form for the general public to relay thoughts and concerns to the council and for the board to 
make recommendations to the Governor’s office. Bob said he will continue to make the council 
as accessible as possible to the general public. Bob mentioned that there is a vacancy for an 
equine seat on the council and the Equine Trails Subcommittee (ETS) has sent in a 
recommendation which he will forward to the Governor’s office. Lastly, Bob said Trails week is 
Sept 19-25 where a number of activities will take place statewide, more information will be 
provided in the media. 

BUSINESS ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION 
Motion was made to approve the April 8, 2021 draft minutes. Ken Hopper and Jessi Adler were 
first and second to approve, with all in favor. Motion carried. 
  
Motion was made to approve the July 29, 2021 agenda. Mike Maves and Mark Losey were first 
and second to approve, with all in favor. Motion carried. 

 
VICE CHAIR ELECTION 
Bob Wilson 
Bob Wilson said having a vice chair is critical to function for the committee and 
subcommittees. A vice chair can assist in the event meetings need a fill in. This is also a great 
opportunity to transition into the chairperson position. Jason Jones said Ken Hopper would be 
a great fit for vice chair on MTAC and would like to nominate him. Jessi Adler thinks this is a 
great idea, as seeing a lot of change over the past couple years and good idea to have a 
backup. Bob Wilson opened nominations for a vice chair on MTAC. Jason Jones was first to 
nominate Ken Hopper, Don Kauppi seconded the nomination. Jessi Adler asked if there is a 
need to worry about term of service left on the committee? Bob yes, this is important to factor 
in. Ken Hoppers term will expire in January of 2024. All were in favor for Ken Hopper to serve 
as vice chair,  vote carried. Ken Hopper is the new MTAC Vice Chair.  
 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
Bob Wilson 
Bob Wilson spoke about the public attending board meetings and does not want to limit 
comment to the end of the meeting. Public, with some filtering, needs the opportunity to 
weight in earlier during the meeting process. MTAC will be more liberal in the future for public 
offering comments during the meeting. Mark Losey agrees, but asks we insert as an agenda 
topic after each agenda item. This is vital because the public may not have the means to attend 
meetings in person and will continue to join virtually. Jenny Cook agrees that public comment 
is important and likes it early on in the agenda, saying it is nice to put the public up front.  

 
TRAIL CHAMPIONS 
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Thomas Dunn – Trail Champion Resolution 2021-10 
(see attached resolution) 
Thomas Dunn was nominated by Bob Wilson. Bob said Thomas was the most engaging and 
supportive council member Bob has worked with and is passing along his thanks and 
appreciation. Thomas Dunn was present and said he is still available for anyone’s need. Motion 
was made to adopt resolution 2021-10. Mike Maves and Mark Losey were first and second to 
approve, with all in favor. Resolution is adopted. 
  
Julie Timmer & Trish Gilray – Trail Champions Resolution 2021-9 
(see attached resolution) 
Ken Hopper nominated both Julie Timmer and Trish Gilray as Trail Champions. Ken said it has 
been a true pleasure watching these girls dedicate their time and passion to trails in Michigan 
and the groups they work with to support. They provide education and engage people on their 
projects. Julie Timmer was present and said it is awesome to see so many people interested in 
getting outdoors. Motion was made to adopt resolution 2021-9. Ken Hopper and Jason Jones 
were first and second to approve, with all in favor. Resolution is adopted. 
  
Don Bean – Trail Champion Resolution 2021-8 
(see attached resolution) 
Mark Losey nominated Don Bean as a Trail Champion. Mark said he and his family have known 
Don for a long time. Don was active with Tomahawk Trail riders and the group experienced 
some great times with him. Mark said he is hoping his family can continue the traditions. Don's 
son, Don Bean Jr. was present and thanked Mark for putting this together. Don Jr. also thanked 
the committee for keeping trails forefront, this means a lot to his family. Bob Wilson said he 
did not know Don but can sense from the emotions of the speakers about the power trails can 
have to cement relationships and promote friendships. Motion was made to adopt resolution 
2021-8. Mark Losey and Mike Maves were first and second to approve, with all in favor. 
Resolution is adopted. 
 
SNOWMOBILE FUND 
Jim Kelts 
Bob Wilson reported for Jim Kelts who was not present at this time in the meeting. Bob said 
there are important snow funds that have been frozen for some time. Jim Kelts has gone in 
front of the house of appropriation committee to request a release. Kristen Bennett replied 
saying in 2020, because of COVID-19, a spend freeze was initiated on lapsed snow funds, that 
$3.4 M will be released back into the snow fund. Department staff has worked with the 
dedicated equipment subcommittee to get this year’s list of purchases and grants moving. Just 
this week a supplemental list was finalized and will be sent to executive for approvals, which 
be moving forward in the next couple weeks. Kristen said that 2022 will look like a double 
process with the lapsed funds included in the list. Ron Olson, DNR, said the 2020 Executive 
Order #3 (EO3) prevented us from allowing purchases like equipment. EO3 lasted the whole 
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year and some months. Ron said the money goes back into the pot and has to be 
reappropriated. However, there is significant savings in the current budget year due to 
minimal snow grooming last year. The snow money is a restricted fund. All of this is due to 
COVID-19 restrictions. Jason Jones said he had watched the appropriation video and would like 
to understand the view by Jim Kelts and the Snowmobile Advisory Workgroup (SAW). Jason said 
the concern is they want the money from 2020 released so they can buy equipment sooner, 
and potentially some of the money that is supposed to be used for equipment is being 
allocated to trail repairs. Ron Olson was at the hearing and understood that some of the clubs 
had not reported issues they are having with their equipment. Ron said he thinks people did 
not completely understand the reason for the holding of the snow funds. We do have statistics 
as to how much was spent on equipment in the last 5-8 years and you will see this year more 
money will be spent on equipment as seen in the past history. 
 
MTAC SUMMIT 
Bob Wilson 
Bob Wilson stated that it will be great for the council to host a statewide trail summit on a bi-
annual basis to take a look at emerging topics, staying in front of some of these policy issues. 
Bob will ask off-line to some council members for ideas to flush out how we can approach this. 
Mike Maves said this is a great idea and in person will be beneficial for everyone. Mark Losey 
agrees, saying like a townhall type setting with public interaction. Bob Wilson said during the 
trails week in Sept. may be ideal and hold the summit in Lansing. Bob would like to include 
speakers and the general public. Possibly, get legislature involved with some of these issues 
we encounter. Jason Jones agrees this is a fantastic idea and a great outlet. Jenny Cook said for 
the equine they have hosted a legislative day each year at the Capital and proves to be a great 
way to network and share information. Ken Hopper supports this idea. Mark Losey had one 
last comment saying this can help to educate people that want to help but don't know how. 
Karen Middendorp asked to be included in this planning. Ron Olson said MParks has a similar 
summit, so you may want to contact them to gather their input. 
 
TRAIL PLAN RESOLUTION 2021-6 
(see attached) 
Nikki Van Bloem, DNR 
Bob Wilson started by saying it has been a privilege to be a part of this process and a great 
opportunity for the public to come together and fashion this plan. This is a model we should 
hold high. One of the principals is all trail users are working together regardless of what your 
focus is, we share in the overall success of the trail system in Michigan. This trail plan presents 
a regional approach. Bob is very proud to sponsor this resolution. Nikki Van Bloem has been 
working on this plan for almost 2 years, and she thanks everyone that has contributed in any 
way. Nikki said a lot of the focus has been spent on goals and objectives, along with refining 
the wording. Next month the plan will be sent on to the executives for approvals. The version 
you have been supplied with is not the final version, as some wording will be refined, and 
pictures/illustrations will be added at the end. Bob Wilson recognizes the leadership provided 
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by Public Sector Consultants, Jon Beard, Maggie Pallone, and Cody Proudfoot. Jason Jones feels 
this is appropriate to acknowledge the Department and everyone else, this is the best trail plan 
he has ever seen, being inclusive. Motion was made to adopt resolution 2021-6 Bob Wilson 
and Jessi Adler are first and second to approve, with all in favor. Resolution is adopted. 
  
GOVERNORS $250M PRD PROPOSAL 
Kristen Bennett, DNR 
Kristen Bennett said the proposal is sitting with legislature and will continue discussions when 
they are back in session. The Department, in anticipation for the proposal passing approvals, is 
working on a project list. As a sideboard this funding is about fixing existing infrastructure. The 
trails list will be focusing on this and aimed mostly for nonmotorized trails, where there is 
already a lack of funding. The targeted trails will be within state parks or connecting to a state 
park. Kristen is part of a Sprint Team to work through this process. In putting together an initial 
list, a lot of paring down needs to be worked out. Trails will be a part of it, but not the whole 
thing. Bob Wilson asked how will the general public provide input? Kristen said to work with 
state park unit supervisor contacts as the route to take and copy trails staff on your 
communications. Jason Jones asked if the $250M portion to trails needs is considering natural 
surface nonmotorized single track trails (NSNMST), which should be treated as infrastructure. 
Jason said dirt is infrastructure. Jason commented that the state has a huge amount of 
NSNMST that are highly utilized, especially after COVID-19. To keep these trails maintained 
should not be the same costs to keep up as linear trails. Jason asked the Department to 
encourage state park unit supervisors to reach out to stakeholders to find out what the needs 
are. Bob Wilson said one real component of Michigan trails are the NSNMST and they are a 
hidden gem in Michigan. Jenny Cook agrees in support of NSNMT for funding and realizes the 
same minimal costs can improve equine trails as well. Bob Wilson said there is overwhelming 
support for these types of trails. 
 
NONMOTORIZED DONATIONS/MOBILECAUSE 
Michelle O'Kelly, DNR 
(see presentation - Phase I) 
Michelle O’Kelly shared a presentation introducing a way to obtain donations for 
nonmotorized trails through MobileCause. The information shared is phase I and Michelle will 
share more information on Phase II with Anna which she can distribute to the council. Michelle 
is asking for project ideas, keeping in mind smaller projects to support as we want to see this 
program be successful. Send your project ideas to Bob Wilson and Anna by mid-August. Bob is 
impressed with both Michelle and Maia's work from the ideas that came out of the 
Nonmotorized Funding Workgroup.  Mark Losey asked if this will be the common platform 
going forward with all projects? Bob said this platform will start with a broad scope and may 
get to a point where statewide, larger projects can be included. Kristen Bennett said we will be 
evaluating if routing the money through MobileCause is the best option for the State. 
 
RIDE RIGHT 
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Mike Maves 
Mike Maves started by saying the Ride Right poster campaign is a great message. Mike said the 
material has Michigan Snowmobile and ORV Association (MISORVA) logo printed on it. Mike 
asked if the materials were purchased with ORV funds, and why does the Department alienate 
other clubs by listing one club on these publications? Kristen Bennett said when the Ride Right 
campaign started, MISORVA at the time was putting out their own safety messages and the 
Department just starting to do the same messaging. The Department decided to work together 
with MISORVA in partnership in providing statewide safety messages that are in agreement 
with each other. Mike Maves stated that with the HB4534 proposed bill, there is a great divide 
between these snow and ORV users. Bob Wilson said possibly the Department was not in tune 
to the impact of the divide. Kristen said in the beginning, there was not an evident divide, and 
the Department will take this into consideration with future safety publications.  
 
IMPACTS ACROSS NORTHERN FOREST MTN BIKING 
Bess Perry, MSU 
(see attached presentation) 
Elizabeth (Bess) Perry presented information regarding impacts across northern forest 
mountain biking. Bess said her focus is on research of protected areas and conservation 
management. Broadly the interest is in how Parks and Recreation (PRD) can sustain 
meaningful relationships and a focus on how trails build meaningful relationships. A proposal 
is under review with USD Agriculture to study impacts on mountain biking and how trail 
destinations affect communities. Mountain biking has accelerated in the past year and is 
demonstrating an influence. Perceptions about mountain biking impacts can shape a 
communities desire to support this activity. This is a robust research program and workshops. 
Bob Wilson said this is a great time to support this proposal and take a deeper dive into the 
perception of mountain bike communities, particularly rural, while exposing the emerging 
concerns and misperceptions about liability exposure. This research will create a foundation to 
stand on for future advocacy efforts. Jenny Cook asked Bess to please look at and include 
horseback riding and their areas, as they are often overlooked.  
 
KEWEENAW RESOLUTION 2021-7 
Jason Jones 
Jason Jones was contacted by a number of organizations in the UP and LP about the 
opportunity of a land purchase in the Keweenaw area. Jason said now is the time to be 
proactive where recreational opportunities are emerging. Recreational tourism is growing and 
has an impact on the economy. There is a noticeable change with demographic transition 
towards climate, refugee people moving due to recreational opportunities. This is one of the 
most compelling geographies in the state of Michigan and is a huge swath of land. There needs 
to be an aggressive proactive response, as this type of sale only comes around once in a 
lifetime. Jason would like to see the Department look at all options. Jason thinks this is 
something we can all get behind. This resolution does not say DNR needs to purchase all this 
land but look together with other organizations. Bob Wilson and Ken Hopper are in favor. Bob 
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thinks that a land conservancy or nature conservancy would be an excellent choice for a 
partner.  

UPDATES 
COVID-19 
Kristen Bennett, DNR 
Kristen Bennett provided a quick update on COVID-19. Department staff is continuing to move 
back to the office. Approval for travel is in place. Indoor meetings are still being restricted and 
will continue virtual until further notice.  
 
SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 
 
ETS – Jenny Cook 
(see report attached) 
Jenny Cook quickly highlighted wonderful ways equestrians work with the DNR and the public. 
Recently, equestrians worked with the DNR and bike groups to separate trails at Proud Lake. 
Shoreline riding will be offered at Silver Lake State Park this fall. Jenny said they are always 
advocating for future trail opportunities. Lastly Jenny pointed out the roughly $2.6B goes back 
into the economy from horse riders. 
 
NAW – Ken Hopper 
(see report attached) 
 
SAW - Jim Kelts 
Jim Kelts said last year in 2020 a spending freeze was placed on new equipment purchases due 
to EO#3/COVID. The snow community thought the money would be coming back to the 
sponsors. The snow group testified in front of state legislatures to release the funds. Jima said 
they are waiting to hear back from the legislatures. Bob Wilson said this was discussed early on 
in the meeting as well, and the Department is working on releasing the funds. 
 
ORVAW – Jessi Adler 
Jessi Adler reported the biggest item for the ORV user groups is the HB4980 bill, to allow 
exhibition riding on the sand dunes. This passed legislature and is sitting on Governor's desk; 
users feel pretty confident the Governor will sign the bill. Bob Wilson asked if the billed passed 
bipartisan. Jessi said yes. Jessi also added that license and permit sales are up.  
 
WRITTEN UPDATES – Q3 REGIONAL TRAIL SPECIALIST 
(see attached reports) 

  
REMAINING MEETINGS 2021 
Nov 6 meeting will be held virtual. Committee members asked to change the date since they 
will not be meeting in person. Please consider moving to a weekday. 
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PUBLIC COMMENT 

Robert Allen (Allegan State Game Proposal) - submitted a proposal and is being review by the 
Department divisions. Robert said he is hoping to add this to the November MTAC agenda. Bob 
Wilson asked Anna to add the item to the November agenda.  
  
Cindy Israels is the planning commissioner chair for Lily Twp. The township completed a master 
plan survey which reported a number of complaints about trails that are closed and in disrepair. 
Kristen Bennett said Cindy should get in touch with the Baldwin DNR and have someone come to 
the meeting. Bob Wilson asked Cindy to keep him included with the communications she is having 
with the DNR.  

CLOSING/ROUND ROBIN 
Jason Jones wanted to bring up a water trails community issue. Jason said red flags at the beaches 
has limited board sports when they cannot enter the waters. Jason was told if they enter the water 
that prior permission from DNR needs to be in place. Bob Wilson said this is in reaction to the 
continue drownings and rip tide concerns. Adequate warnings need to be made. Bob is hopeful 
the Department will work out a compromise. Kristen Bennett said this precautionary is more to 
prevent drownings and deaths. Ken Hopper referred back to the Keweenaw land sale and said 
there is a uniqueness about the UP. Any tracks of land that we can conserve, Ken is onboard. 
Jenny Cook said Karen Bahrman will contact Bess Perry as the UP equine representative in hopes 
that the horse community can be considered in her research.  
  
Meeting adjourned at 11:03 a.m. 



MTAC 
Resolution 2021 — #6 
2022 DNR Trails Plan 
 
The Michigan Trails Advisory Council (MTAC) acknowledges and is grateful for the significant effort of 
the Michigan Department of Natural Resources working with the people of Michigan to prepare and 
present the 2022 DNR Trails Plan. This plan is the result of a transparent and well-developed process 
involving hours of preparation and public meetings to determine the best long-term management plan 
for the state’s holistic trail system. The essence of the plan is embodied within the vision established in 
this trail plan: 
 
“Trails plan vision: Michigan will solidify its national recognition as the Trails State by providing 
diverse trail experiences to encourage health and wellness and provide safe outdoor recreation and 
transportation opportunities for residents and visitors. 
Michigan: The Trails State 
As the Trails State, Michigan strives to provide a leading-edge trails system for Michigan’s diverse trail 
users. Trails connect people, communities, and places of interest, while supporting local and state 
vibrancy and prosperity. Trail users will be able to readily find information about trail experiences, 
will become knowledgeable about trail use practices and will use trails safely. Trails will be designed, 
developed and maintained sustainably to meet evolving use patterns while balancing cultural and 
natural resource management priorities.” 
 

The Michigan Trails Advisory Council hereby endorses and supports the 2022 DNR Trails Plan and urges 
to department to take the steps necessary to fully implement this plan. In implementation of this plan 
the department should continue to work collaboratively with the people of Michigan, the trail users and 
all interested parties to ensure that Michigan remains the national leader in both miles of trails and the 
quality of the trail experience.     
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MTAC BOARD RESOLUTION – 2021-7 

 

 

 

Whereas the Michigan Trails Advisory Council (MTAC) was created to advise the Michigan 

Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) and the governor on the creation, development, 

operation and maintenance of motorized and nonmotorized trails in the state, 

including snowmobile, biking, equestrian, hiking, off-road vehicle and skiing trails; and, 

 

Whereas AFM Real Estate (AFMRE) recently announced that they are offering for sale, four 

parcels owned by The Rohatyn Group (TRG), commonly known as the Keweenaw Heartlands, 

located in Keweenaw County, Michigan, totaling ±32,661 GIS Acres, consisting of four separate 

offering packages, as follows: 

 

•    The Point  ±10,080 GIS Acres  |  $12,090,000 

 

•    Harbor View  ±5,749 GIS Acres  |  $6,908,000 

 

•    Keweenaw Alpine  ±9,769 GIS Acres  |  $14,650,000 

 

•    Little Betsy Shoreline  ±7,063 GIS Acres  |  $9,545,000; and, 

 

Whereas the Keweenaw Heartlands parcels house some of the most compelling geography and 

natural resources in the State of Michigan with unprecedented recreational and trails potential; 

and, 

 

Whereas the citizens of Michigan are increasingly seeking to engage in outdoor recreation via 

trails with demands for natural surface trails increasing each year; and, 

 

Whereas the Upper Peninsula Travel and Recreation Association has indicated the travel and 

tourism to the Upper Peninsula has been rapidly growing, with this grow stemming largely from 

both terra firm (motorized and nonmotorized) and water trail use; and, 

 

Whereas recreational tourism has a profound impact on the health and sustainable growth of the 

Upper Peninsula economy; and, 

 

Whereas, due to changes in demographics due to shifts in climate and technology, the Upper 

Peninsula of Michigan is projected to witness significant increases in both resident and tourist 

populations in the coming decades; and, 

 

Whereas it is the responsibility and obligation of the members of MTAC to represent the 

collective recreational desires and needs of Michigan citizens to state government; and, 

 

Whereas this proposed purchase has a material level of support from a wide array of State and 

local citizens, businesses and non-profit groups; contributes to a variety of additional goals 
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including clean water, conservation of native habitats and species, public health, quality of life 

and natural science education programs; and, 

 

Whereas it is crucial for the MDNR to remain proactive regarding future outdoor recreational 

needs and use shifts, as expressed by the citizens and businesses of the State;  

 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the members of the MTAC are requesting that 

the MDNR, in coordination with other units of State and federal government and stakeholder 

groups, formally pursue the purchase of some, or all, of the parcels known informally as 

identified in this resolution, as the Keweenaw Heartlands, located in Keweenaw County, 

Michigan.  The purpose of this purchase would be expressly to expand recreational and trails 

potential in the Keweenaw Peninsula, with the possibility of forming a new outdoor recreation 

area in the Keweenaw with level and nature of recreational infrastructure to be determined in 

coming years. 

 

 

Seeking Approval: July 29th, 2021 

 

 



 

 

MTAC Resolution 2021-8 

Trail Champion - Don Bean 

 

It is with great sorrow that we announce the passing of Don Bean, of the Tomahawk Chapter, 
on April 24th. 
 
Don had served as Patriarch of the Bean Family, the Tomahawk Chapter and the Phil Bean 
Memorial Trail Tour, since his father Phil’s passing in 1984, and had made sure that the 
traditions of family, trail riding and trail development in Michigan, which his father was a true 
pioneer of, in it’s infancy, continued for generations to come. 
Don was one of only three people who were original, Charter Members of the CCC, the Capitol 
Chapter AND the Tomahawk Chapter. He even helped put on the very first CCC Trail Tour in 
October, 1968, near Branch as a bright-eyed seventeen-year-old. In short, without Phil, Don and 
the Bean Family, Michigan’s motorcycle trail system and the CCC would look much different 
today. For starters, the Tomahawk Loops, Kalkaska, Denton, and Leetsville Loops, simply would 
not exist. They also played a major part in the original development, scouting and marking, of 
the Pere Marquette Cycle Trail (MCCCT), Big-‘O’, Carrieville and Lincoln Hills loops. 
Don volunteered for service in Vietnam in 1971 and served honorably as an Army Helicopter 
Door Gunner with the 173rd Airborne, in the legendary Casper Platoon, ‘Westmoreland’s Fire 
Brigade’. Just before Don left for Vietnam, Phil took him north for ‘one last trail ride’. You could 
only imagine what that father/son trail ride was like, and their emotions on that ride. 
All you had to do was have one conversation with Don, to learn what an incredible person he 
was, his sharp sense of humor, and to realize his deep faith and character. All trail riding aside, 
the most import thing in his life was his family. And he would tell you that. 
We hope to see you at the Phil Bean Memorial Trail Tour in June. We’ll ride all day on trails 
which Don and his father originally scouted and marked forty years ago, then we’ll sit around 
the campfire, eat grilled meats, maybe smoke a cheap cigar, drink our favorite beverages, tell 
good jokes, some bad jokes, and share our favorite stories of Don. 
He’d like it that way... 
 
Don was born on July 11, 1951 in South Bend, Indiana the son of Phillip and Donna (Mittan) 
Bean. He moved to Lansing where he attended Lansing Sexton High School before enlisting in 
the Army during the Vietnam War. Don was a Green Beret and served in the 173rd Army 
Airborne Brigade. He was a long-time member of the First Baptist Church in Eaton Rapids and 
served on prison ministries for Ingham and Jackson counties. Don enjoyed motorcycles and dirt 
bikes and loved northern Michigan where he spent time trail riding, often with the Tomahawk 
Trail Riders Club. He was very generous and gave routinely to veteran and religious 



organizations. Don was above all a dedicated father and grandfather who cherished his children 
and the time he spent with them. 



 

MTAC Resolution 2021-9 

Trail Champions – Trish Gilray and Julie Timmer 

Trish Gilray and Julie Timmer are recognized for their volunteer work, passion, and 
commitment to Michigan trails. 
 
TRISH GILRAY 

• Founder and Guide - Local women's hiking group Wander Women 650 members 
• Admin and guide for Girls Who Hike Michigan chapter group 9.8k members.  
•  Both groups include teaching members LNT principles, trail etiquette, safe hiking and 

backpacking practices as well as basic guidance on gear and techniques 
• Admin and guide for Soo Hiking Club 
• Board member OutHouse Consortium 
• Certified WLFF with EMT wilderness training, sawyer training  
• Trained in trail maintenance through MI DNR 
• Volunteer trail section adopter for NCT Hiawatha Shore To Shore Chapter 

JULIE TIMMER 
•  a Yooper, born and raised right here in the EUP.  
•  co-guide for Wander Women with Trish Gilray after she started the group, and it was 

growing too fast for just her. We have been holding an annual 120-mile challenge with 
the group since 2019 (while we also promote the Hike 100 Mile NCT Challenge and Hike 
52 challenge). 4300 miles the first year, 2020 - 2200 miles, and so far for 2021 we're at 
3000 miles.  

• Since Wander Women was growing locally, we both were asked to respark the co-ed 
Soo Hiking Club group. Held hikes (with attendance up to 30, some from Canada).  

• adopted a section of the NCT. With our involvement with Wander Women and Soo 
Hiking Club, we have been co-hosting some events with the local Hiawatha Shore to 
Shore Chapter of the NCT. 

• currently working on becoming a kayak guide for Bird's Eye Outfitters as well as 
becoming certified as a Sawyer with the NCT (coordinated through the National Park 
Service).  

• recently selected to serve on the DNR's EUP Citizens Advisory Council. 
• Vice President and Volunteer Coordinator with Outhouse Consortium. We've been 

holding winter lantern treks in the EUP to get folks outside. In 2020/2021 winter, we've 
held 7 lantern treks, we reached over 500 individuals by lighting over 7 miles of trails for 
those individuals and their families to enjoy. These events as well as the maintenance of 
Voyager Island Park amounted to over 500 hours of volunteer time. 

• volunteer with Moose Watch Expedition on Isle Royale- was on the first all-women’s 
team. Coordination of backpacking 101 courses with Wander Women, Soo Hiking Club 
and Girls Who Hike-MI 



 

MTAC Resolution 2021-10 

Trail Champions – Thomas Dunn 

 

Michigan Trails Advisory Council recognizes Thomas Dunn in honor and with deep 
appreciation for his commitment and dedication in connection with the Michigan 
Trails Advisory Council (MTAC). Thomas was one of the original members of MTAC 
and the sub-committee, Off-Road Vehicle Advisory Workgroup. He has dedicated  
the better part of 19 years serving on boards and committees striving to improve 
trail user experiences. His leadership and wisdom have been instrumental in 
making a difference.  

 



July 2021 MTAC Equine Subcommittee Report 

Respectfully Submitted by Jenny Cook 

Horse Friends’ Groups Volunteer Efforts and Donated Materials - We are grateful for the continued 
partnership with the Michigan DNR and horseback riders.  We are also thankful for the annual 
contributions of over $500,000 horseback riders give to the State of Michigan in volunteer efforts and 
donated materials for public horse trails from over 50 different horse friends’ groups.  These efforts 
benefit the public, public land managers, hikers, hunters, and horseback riders so we can have safe and 
enjoyable trails to horseback ride.   

Horseback Riders Work in Cooperation with MDNR and Biking Groups to Separate Trails - Trails have 
been cleared by the DNR and have continually maintenance by the Bass River Recreation Area Horse 
Friends group.  A successful and pleasant meeting with DNR Bass River Manager, Pat Whalen, bikers and 
horseback riders took place on May 25, 2021.  We discussed separate bike trails from horse, hiker, and 
hunting trails.  Suggested horse yielding signs, etiquette and education was shared.  

Shoreline Horseback Riding - Silver Lake State Park ORV Dunes and Lake Michigan Shoreline Horse 
Friendly Pilot Season will be offered November 1-14, 2021.  Morning and afternoon visits will be 
available for 30 participants per session.  Registration will be taken through the DNR Mobile Cause.  The 
Michigan Horse Council is hosting the 2021 season and each participant must be a member of the MHC 
for event insurance purposes.  MHC memberships are $20.00/individual and $30.00/family.  The 
equestrian community is extremely thankful for these opportunities. We recently had a wonderful site 
visit at Silver Lake State Park with DNR Manger, Jody Johnston (DNR Event Coordinator, Elissa Buck was 
on speaker phone), Michigan Horse Council Administrator, Tammy Tyler, and several more horseback 
riders on 7/9/21.  We are thankful for the cooperative efforts from Curt Brower, MTAC ORV 
Representative and Silver Lake Recreation Association member, who arranged an ORV ride and 
transport for us over the dunes to the shoreline with another SLRA member, Doug.  We also met with 
the Oceana County Fairgrounds President, Paul Erickson, who showed us OCF horse camping options, 
arenas, and future horse trail plans.  We were honored Pure Michigan Vice President, David Lorenz, also 
joined us there and heard our plans.  Please see the attached Shoreline Horseback Riding information.  

An article for Equine Land Conservation Resource in Lexington, Kentucky has recently been published in 
reference to these opportunities as a national educational resource with tips for success for horseback 
rider access to public lands. https://elcr.org/hoofprints-in-the-sand-how-horseback-riders-gained-
access-to-the-great-lakes-shoreline/ 

Letter to Governor Gretchen Whitmer and LT Governor Garlin Gilchrist was sent to thank them for 
their service and best interest for the people and properties of Michigan and the continued support of 
access to public lands.  We highlighted the contributions of over $500,000 horseback riders give to the 

https://elcr.org/hoofprints-in-the-sand-how-horseback-riders-gained-access-to-the-great-lakes-shoreline/
https://elcr.org/hoofprints-in-the-sand-how-horseback-riders-gained-access-to-the-great-lakes-shoreline/


State of Michigan in volunteer efforts and donated materials for the benefit of the public, so we can 
have safe and enjoyable places and trails to ride.  We shared how horses provide positive economic 
impact in Michigan of $2.6 Billion annually.  We communicated horses provide education, 
empowerment, employment, historical reflections, emotional, physical and substance abuse therapy, 
show, sport, tourism, transportation, and travel opportunities.  We invited them and their staff to a 
horse meet and greet with optional horse rides and mounted archery demonstrations (according to an 
Outdoor Recreation Advisory Council meeting, Lt Governor Garlin Gilchrist loves archery).  We asked for 
horseback riders to be included and represented on the Outdoor Recreation Advisory Council.  

Joint Department of Agriculture and Department of Transportation Meeting will be planned with the 
cooperation of State Representative Julie Alexander Chair of Agriculture Department.  We plan to 
highlight the benefit of horses, the contributions horseback riders provide for our public parks, public 
land managers and the public.  Also, the need for access to safe, enjoyable horse trails, funding, 
inclusion, and advertising of horses and horseback riders.  Education for the public, public land 
managers, drivers training, and other trail user groups.  

Why are horse owners so passionate about their horses? 

Time - Our horses are domesticated wildlife creatures.  We spend thousands of hours building 
communication, training, and layers of trust.  We do this so we can entrust our lives with them, and they 
can entrust their lives with us.   

Unique - Our horses are special to us.  Each horse is unique with different gifts and challenges.  If 
something happens to our horses, we cannot just pick up and purchase a new one at a store.  We need 
to be sure each horse has the proper physical health, shape, or conformation (bone structure and body 
proportions) to carry us and to perform certain tasks.  They need the mental capacity to follow 
directions, have a good work ethic, proper energy levels, and be willing to serve with a good attitude. 
They need to be in proper working ages, not too young or too old.  It is like finding and building a new 
best friend.  

Empowering - Handling our horses with such finesse as a small bump with our calves or delicate lift of 
the reins can que them to change directions and speeds is very empowering.  To be the leader of these 
creatures that are larger, stronger, faster, quicker response time, have better hearing, vision, and sense 
of smell than us is quite amazing.  Horses can be an extension of us.  They allow us to climb hills, 
navigate terrain, and distances that we could never do on our own. 

Monetary Investments - Horses, horse boarding or housing them on your own property costs a great 
deal of money.  They are living, breathing animals that need morning and evening care each day.  Each 
year we spend approximately $6000.00 per horse in disposable expenses.  This includes feed, 
maintenance care with professional services of hoof trimming or shoes, dentals work, veterinarian 
services including health checkups, vaccinations, etc.  Plus, bedding products, medications, vitamins and 
minerals, cleanup efforts, year around clothing and gear, fuel, electricity, insurance, and property taxes.  
In addition to these disposable expenses, we spend hundreds of thousands of dollars in other expenses 
such as barns to house our horses, tack and tools, barns to store a year’s worth of hay, barns for storing 
our farm equipment and supplies, barns to ride our horses inside for training purposes, acreage for our 
horses to live and graze on, seed for pastures, watering systems, fencing and gates to keep our horses 
contained, tractors, equipment to manage our properties, trucks, and horse trailers to haul our horses, 



etc.  All this money goes into the local economy to produce $2.6 Billion each year in Michigan alone.  
After all these expenses, there are many horse owners who cannot afford to own or have access to 
hundreds of acres to ride our horses, therefore, we need multiple miles of safe public trails to exercise 
and enjoy our horses.  

Fear of Getting Hurt - We do not want to fall off our horses.  We are 10 feet above the ground, in sitting 
positions, on live, domesticated wildlife creatures.  We try to eliminate as many factors as possible to 
reduce fall hazards.  If we fall, it could be a life altering event.  Even just the fear of falling can eliminate 
our pleasure and recreation.  We are not only trying to survive, but to thrive.  That is why horse 
education, signage, and separate trails from bikes and ORVs are so important to us. 

Common Bonds - We would like to enjoy our quiet sport and nature.  We are independent people who 
do not need a great deal of public infrastructures.  We prefer non-expensive dirt trails.  We give back in 
volunteer services and donated materials throughout Michigan over $500,000 for horse trails each year 
to have the right to ride on public lands.  We share horse trails with hikers and hunters to be inclusive 
with other user groups.  We would appreciate signage on the DNR website, in other user groups 
information, camping reservations and other user groups’ parking areas and trailheads.   

Physical Benefits - We must stay physically fit to feed and care for our horses each morning and evening 
through all seasons.  Even saddling up our horses takes physical efforts.  We are throwing 50lb hay bales 
daily.  Managing our properties add to our physical benefits.  Research has concluded horses help 
reduce our cortisol levels.  They help with a consistent, coherent heartbeat for people.  They help with 
core strength, balance, and endurance.  

Emotional/Mental Benefits - Horses will mirror our energy and attitudes, so they hold us immediately 
accountable.  When we are with our horses, we must have situational awareness for both them and us.  
We read our horses’ silent body language to know if they are happy, scared, angry or in pain.  All these 
aspects force us to be in present time.  Present time is a gift.  It is a break from the past and a release 
from the worries of tomorrow.  

Enjoyment - Whether its caring, grooming, and handling our horses daily on the ground, or a leisurely, 
quiet ride through nature, to hovering above the ground while our horses are running, we enjoy our 
horses.   

Suggested signage for horse friendly areas: 

Horse Friendly Areas 
 

These are horse friendly areas. 
 
Horses are natural creatures.  They are domesticated wildlife. 
 
Horses are herbivores, like rabbits and deer, they eat grass. 
 
Horses are prey animals.  People are the ultimate predators.  Due to the natural order of 
predator and prey, horses expect people to be their leader.  They appreciate when they 
are treated with respect.  
 



Horses are unique because they have the size and body structure to carry people up to 
20% of their weight (approximately 220 pounds) and pull twice their weight 
(approximately 2200 pounds).   
 
Horses produce positive economic impact, education, employment, empowerment, 
fitness, historical reflections, recreation, show, sport, emotional, mental, and physical 
therapy, tourism, transportation, and travel.  Enjoy! 
 
Please Stay on designated trails for each specific trail user groups. 
 
When you encounter horses and horseback riders, please:   
 
Stop. Please do not hide as this action may cause horses to fear they will be attacked. 
 
Speaking to the horseback riders will help the horses identify you as a person and will 
calm the horses. 
 
Stand Back with your whole group on the same side of the trail.  Please contain 
children and dogs.  Horseback riders will pass at a walk. 
 
Smile and enjoy the trails.             
 

 
 
 
 
 
Jenny Cook 
Michigan Equine Trails Representative (MTAC) 
SW Michigan Equine Trails Representative (ETS) 
mi.trail.rep@gmail.com 
(269)998-5916 
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Michigan Silver Lake State Park ORV Dunes and Lake Michigan Shoreline Horseback Riding 

Pilot Season November 1-14, 2021     

Bring Your Own Horse  

The 2021 SLSP Season will be offered through the Michigan Horse Council.  Each participant must join 
the Michigan Horse Council.  $20.00 Individual or $30.00 Family for annual memberships.  
https://www.michiganhorsecouncil.com/membership-application.html  

One session, per season, per participant. 

10:00a.m.-1:00p.m. or 1:30p.m.-4:30p.m. sessions 

Each vehicle must have a Michigan State Parks Recreation Passport.  

Pre-registration will be offered through the Michigan DNR the end of July 2021. 

Registration will be ready through the Michigan DNR the middle of August 2021. 

Participants will be allowed to park in the SLSP ORV parking area, traverse the ORV dunes beginning a 
the “ORV Exit Lane” along the southern boarder of the ORV dunes 1 ½ miles, the most direct route to 
the Lake Michigan shoreline, and traverse 3 miles of the SLSP Lake Michigan shoreline. 

Participants are expected to clean up all their own hay and manure in the SLSP ORV parking area and 
bring back home with them or dispose in the manure collection trailer that will be provided.  

In appreciation of these opportunities, volunteers are needed for clean ups.  Please indicate which 
dates you are available to volunteer for clean ups before, during and after rides on your registration.  

         

 

https://www.michiganhorsecouncil.com/membership-application.html


MTAC Subcommittee Report – July 2021 

NAW – Ken Hopper 

1. Suggestions were made about different methods to communicate trail closures, website, local                 
paper, signage 

2. E-Bikes discussion---Jason Jones ebikes being allowed on mountain bike trail--3 prong approach-
-communicate the law, signage, targeted enforcement 

3. Trail town and water trail person Mike Morrison is on a leave of absence and there has not been 
communication with areas involved--Kristin Bennet and Scott Slavin working out of class for 
trails 

4. Andrea LaFontaine-Community foundation of Southeast Michigan--MITCA--trail maintenance 
grants 

5. John Morrison--west Michigan--OHM contract for remaining 29 miles of trail 
6. Kristen Wiltfang--Iron Bell and Great Lake-to-Lake trail closure because of situation on 

Dequindre in Oakland County                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
7. Laurie Hauswirth--winter trail use was exponential--also will be this summer 
8. Kenny Wawsczyk--NCT Update--re-routing and trail exploration 
9. Jason Jones--need to keep up with other states and funding sources--Keweenaw County liability 

issues--Fat Tire friendly seasons possibly that co-exist with equine Silver Lake 
10. Mary Bohling--trail town--michiganwatertrails.org-- 
11. Michigan Trail Plan update--Dakota--Public Input--Public Sector Consultants 
12. Proud Lake Trail separation update---approval for MTN Bike only trails 5.5 miles 
13. Dakota--LWTF and Relief funding documentation 
14. Jason recommending Steve Vigneau to report to MTAC for NAW 

 



MTAC Subcommittee Report – July 2021 

SAW – Jim Kelts (Don Britton) 

SAW’s Equipment Sub-Committee is charged among other things with the process of determining how 
many pieces of grooming equipment may possibly be purchased based on a portion of the money 
generated from the sale of Snowmobile Trail Permits from the previous season (2020-2021) as 
determined by the DNR. 

Once dollars are determined the DNR requests that 67 Grant Sponsors submit requests for New 
Grooming Equipment. These requests are then turned over to the SAW Equipment Committee for 
recommendations of which Grant Sponsors are to receive new equipment and sent back to the DNR. 
Following a meeting with the DNR and agreement with the committee, letters from the State are sent to 
those Grant Sponsors who are selected based on age and condition of current equipment. Selected 
Grant Sponsors then submit 3 bids for equipment they feel is needed for them to maintain trails for 
their area of responsibility. Once approved, the selected Grant Sponsors are able to submit orders to the 
dealers approved based on the approved bid. This happens every year except last year. 

Last year (2019-2020) when the Governor stopped all spending except critical spending. Last year no 
equipment was purchased, even though funds for equipment are generated by snowmobilers by 
purchasing trail permits. The funds are still being held by the DNR! The Michigan Snowmobile & Orv 
Association (MISORVA) was told that the funds from last year are not available with no reason given 
other than the snowmobile program would not see the funds withheld from the previous year. 

MISORVA has gone before the State Legislative Appropriations Committee to testify about the 
snowmobile funds being withheld. The Appropriations Committee decided to recommend that funds be 
released. Currently still waiting for a final House vote. 

This year there are 13 Grant Sponsors receiving new power units and or drags at an average cost of 
$250K with a high of possibly $310K.  



ORVAW Subcommittee Report – July 2021 
 
The ORVAW Subcommittee met on May 19, 2021. During the meeting, the subcommittee 
recognized the service of Thomas Dunn, long-standing chairperson for the ORVAW committee 
and member of MTAC.  
 
Updates: 
 

• ORV License sales are up 58.5%. Permit sales are up about 60%. 
• HB 4535. This bill to prohibit motor vehicles on snowmobile trails is still in the House, 

and has not been reported from the committee on Natural Resources and Outdoor 
Recreation. ORVAW is interested in how we can educate the public as opposed to 
closing trails.  

• HB 4980. This bill has passed the legislature and is awaiting the Governor’s signature (or 
veto). If the Governor signs it, the question is how soon will the DNR allow the public 
resume the "racing" and "exhibition riding" activity at Silver Lake.  

• Storm Damage Sub Committee: During our last ORVAW meeting we discussed forming a 
subcommittee to look into how to clean up storm damage and how to seek 
reimbursement for same so it can be quickly addressed after a storm.  

• Sharing the ORV dunes with other user groups when the dunes are closed for the ORV 
community after Oct. 31st. The SLRA recently worked with the DNR (Jody Johnston) and 
the ETS group (Jenny Cook) to explore the idea of allowing the Horseback riding 
community to utilize the ORV dunes for horseback riding in the off season from 
November 1 thru 15. Jenny Cook and Curt Brower have been discussing this and 
recently had a site visit to the ORV area. 

• Additional funding for law enforcement at Silverlake. Golden Township was considering 
the idea of adopting an ordnance similar to Lake County to allow ORV's to share some 
roadways within the Silver Lake area to help alleviate some of the congestion at the ORV 
parking lot. The township’s concern is that additional funding is needed for additional 
deputies to patrol. Curt Brower has had conversations with some of the township 
officials who indicated they would contribute some of the money, as the same deputy 
can be utilized in the off season for school patrol and be used in the summer months for 
ORV patrol. Next steps: How can this be accomplished? Can we set up a meeting 
between all three groups to explore this idea? 

• Traverse City ORV Route. A proposal for the Traverse City ORV route has moved almost 
all the way through  the review process. This will be a 42-mile route and will be on 100% 
of forest road. 

• ORV Safety Classes. The DNR would like to acknowledge the volunteers that provide 
ORV safety classes and the pride of all the work that goes into these classes. If you are 
holding a safety class, please send Jessica a message summarizing the experience, and 
send pictures. 

• ORV Speed Committee. The final recommendations were presented from the ORV 
Speed Committee.  



o More ORV education  
o Public Service Announcements (PSA) more needed  
o Update kiosk trail heads  
o Encouraging ORV safety training class with incentives  
o Additional signage / stop ahead / road crossings (directed toward younger riders 

and high speeds) stay right / slow down / keep lights on  
o More grading to reduce berms  
o Brushing at intersection is adequate  
o Speed limits targeted in areas not statewide 

 



Statement for MTAC meeting 7/29/21 re: Mountain biking research proposal and trail research interests 
 

Good morning. My name is Elizabeth (Bess) Perry and I’m an Assistant Professor at MSU, in the 
Department of Community Sustainability. I’m a conservation social scientist, focused on research and 
teaching related to protected areas and natural resources recreation management. Today, I’ll briefly 
present my broad interests and a particular proposal that’s under review, as there’s much alignment 
with MTAC’s work. Alignment just reinforced to me in the content of this meeting so far. 

Broadly, I’m interested in how parks and recreation can enhance meaningful connections, 
stewardship, sustainability, and inclusion. This means that my work looks from specific sites to whole 
regions, and often focuses on communities of visitors, locals, partners, and underrepresented groups. 
 Within this, I have a strong interest in how trails build these meaningful connections in different 
contexts. I’m interested in all types of trails, as each can build these connections, though I tend to focus 
on natural surface trails or networks of mixed trail types. I’m particularly interested in helping 
conservation agencies, recreation groups, and communities with their questions about trail character, 
trail use, trail impacts, and pressing concerns and plans. 
 I have a proposal under review with the USDA to study a portion of trail impacts – social, 
resource, and economic – related to mountain biking. The proposal is titled: Switching Gears toward 
Recreation: Research to Support Management of Mountain Biking Amenities and Impacts in Rural 
Northern Forest Communities. Along with Bob Dvorak at CMU and a couple colleagues in New England, 
we’ve proposed examining how mountain biking-specific destinations affect rural communities, 
amenities managers, trail users, and bikers themselves. Mountain biking participation and related 
amenities development have accelerated in recent years and surged during the pandemic, substantially 
impacting rural people and places and demonstrating mountain biking’s ability to influence the outdoor 
recreation economy. This proposal is deeply rooted in understanding and addressing tangible needs. 
 As has been a discussion I’ve heard in MTAC and conversations around the state, perceptions 
about mountain biking impacts can shape a rural community’s desire to support mountain biking and 
broader trails and outdoor recreation amenities development. 
 Our work will use a variety of approaches and locations – including six to eight mountain biking 
destinations across Michigan – to examine what types of impacts are perceived and how they vary 
based on location and time scales. Of course, COVID-related questions will also be explored, as the 
pandemic continues to shape our trail concerns and opportunities. This work obviously contains a robust 
program of research and scholarship, but also equally emphasized education and outreach goals. For 
example, we propose bringing together stakeholders in Michigan and New England for a series of 
workshops about what we can learn across these states and across stages of development, from 
locations just starting to think about mountain biking to those with well-stablished infrastructure and 
ones where impacts are trending toward beneficial to ones where they may be more mixed or even 
contentious.  
 We’re optimistic about the success of this proposal, given its relevance and broad enthusiasm 
evidenced across three dozen letters of support, including from some of you. However, if it doesn’t 
succeed, we will surely be applying these ideas to other submissions. 
 I have lots more details if you’d like to connect about this work or other work individually, but I’ll 
end here for comment from the group. I appreciate hearing your feedback and hopefully having your 
support for this proposal in particular and this type of trail-focused social science in general. I’d be 
delighted to talk with you about your trail work, concerns, and potential research needs. Thank you. 
 
Elizabeth (Bess) Perry – eeperry@msu.edu and https://www.canr.msu.edu/people/bess-perry  

mailto:eeperry@msu.edu
https://www.canr.msu.edu/people/bess-perry
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